Josep Pujiula receives two awards.

Jo Farb Hernandez, *San Jose State University*
OUTSIDER ART FAIR IN INDIA
The gallery at the Outsider Artists Centre & Cafe in New Delhi held an Outsider Art Fair in honour of Francesco Garieri, promoter of outsider art in India. The fair included mosaics by Turkish artist Ayesgul Ozbek, meticulous sketches by Capt Pandeys and paintings by Devika Pandey. The event received considerable media attention and the gallery plans to hold another fair in November 2015.

OUTSIDER ARTISTS CENTRE & CAFE, 1/13, Shanti Niketan
New Delhi 110021, INDIA. outsidercafe.com

GALEIRIE MIYAWAKI
until Feb 7
One hundred and twenty works by selected artists of Galerie Miyawaki are exhibited, including Antje Gummels, Madge Gill, Hans Krüsi, Michel Nedjar and Gérard Sendrey. One room is dedicated to the work of Shisuko Tohmoto.

GALERIE MIYAWAKI, Nijigori, 8-4-2, Teramachi-dori, Nakagyoku-ku, Kyoto, 604-8915 JAPAN. galerie-miyawaki.com

HERENPLAATS
until Jan '16
Gráfiek Elzo is Galerie Atelier Herenplaats' annual exhibition of original affordable art.

JOSEP PUJIULA RECEIVES TWO AWARDS
Josep Pujiula, creator of labyrinthine installations near Argelaguer (Girona), Spain, has received local and international honours. On October 16, 2014, the Consell Comarcal declared his work a local cultural heritage site. In fall of 2014 it was announced Pujiula was a finalist for the International Award for Public Art.